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Objectives 

l  Point-out some of the open challenges in the field 

l  Introduce basic analytical techniques used to mine urban 
data 

l  Provide pointers to urban informatics studies that have 
relied on these techniques  
§  More information can be found in these references 

l  Discuss a new type of data (open data) that can be 
analyzed with these techniques and is useful for studies 
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Challenges with urban data analysis 

l  Urban data sources are highly heterogeneous  
§  Mutually reinforced knowledge 

l  Current established data analysis and modeling 
techniques usually handle homogenous data 
§  Equally treating data from different sources can lead to 

suboptimal performance [1] 
§  Heterogeneity increases also the dimensionality of the space to 

be explored à intensifies sparsity problems 
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Challenges with urban data analysis 

l  Many of the urban data can also be represented through 
multi-modal graphs 
§  Composite networks 

l  Different types of nodes and/or edges 
§  E.g., dwellers and locations 
§  Friendship and visitation relations 
§  Time evolution is also present 

l  Typical solution is projecting the  
multi-mode topology to one type of  
nodes ! information loss 
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Other challenges include… 

l  Data acquisition 
§  Quality and quantity 
§  Privacy 

l  Visualization of heterogeneous data is still an open 
challenge 

l  Any data-driven solution to urban problems relies on 
systems that connect the physical and digital space 
§  Design, implementation and deployment of such systems is 

much more challenging 
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Why tensors? 

l  Tensors are a generalization of a matrix and can capture a 
wealth of relationships 
§  E.g., adding time evolution to traditional user-item relationships  

l  Different dimensions of a tensor can represent different 
types of nodes 
§  Natural extensions of adjacency matrix for composite networks 

l  Coupled tensor-matrix can further model additional 
features of the entities and enhance/facilitate inference 
tasks 
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Tensors in urban informatics 

l  Taxi refueling behavior and city-wide gas consumption 
was studied using tensor analysis [2] 
§  Three-mode tensor to model refueling events (RE) 

ü Gas-station, day of the week, time-of-day (hourly granularity)  

l  Estimation of wait times in gas stations, total gas 
consumption, refueling recommendations, energy 
consumption analysis etc. 
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Tensors in urban informatics 

l  A fine-grained analysis of noise pollution in NYC was 
provided through tensor decomposition in [3] 
§  Three-mode tensor  

ü Location, type of noise complaint from 311 data and time 
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Tensors in urban informatics 

l  Tensor decomposition was used in [4] to obtain real time 
estimation of travel time of the road network 
§  Three dimensional tensor 

ü Time, driver and road segment 
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Data sparsity 

l  One of the problems when building the “urban” tensor is 
the fact that data can be sparse (i.e., missing) 
§  Some areas might be underrepresented for 311 calls for noise 

complaints 
ü Absence of a noise complaint does not mean there is not noise 

§  GPS-enabled cars/taxis might not go through specific street 
segments and hence the corresponding entry at the tensor can 
be “zero” 
ü This does not mean there is no traffic on this segment 

§  Similar situation with gas-stations and GPS-enabled car-
sensors 
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Data sparsity 

l  A typical approach used is to rely on matrix factorization 
methods and/or collaborative filter techniques to “fill in” 
the missing tensor values  
§  Exploit contextual information in a coupled with the tensor 

matrix 
§  Perform coupled tensor-matrix factorization 

l  Matrix factorization is also useful when dealing with 
(sparse) urban data that can be represented as a matrix 
§  E.g., location-POIs category [5], dwellers-POIs [6] etc. 
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Matrix factorization 

l  Decompose the matrix of interest into a product of 
matrices  
§  LU decomposition 
§  QR decomposition 
§  Cholesky decomposition 
§  Eigendecomposition 
§  Schur decomposition 
§  SVD decomposition 
§  CUR decomposition 
§  Non-negative matrix factorization 
§  … 
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Singular Value Decomposition 

l  Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is the most 
frequently used matrix factorization technique for 
collaborative filtering 

l  SVD is also typically used for dimensionality reduction 
§  For instance let’s consider the following rank-2 matrix that 

represents some dataset: 
ü We can use the two linear independent rows/columns to form a 

new base and describe the data using 2D vectors instead of 3D 
vectors 
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Singular Value Decomposition 

l  A: Input (data) matrix 
§  m x n matrix (e.g., m dwellers, n POIs) 

l  U: Left singular vectors 
§  m x r matrix (e.g., m dwellers, r ‘urban concepts’) 

l  Σ: Singular values 
§  r x r diagonal matrix (strength of each ‘urban concept’) 

ü (r: rank of matrix A) 

l  V: Right singular vectors 
§  n x r matrix (n POIs, r ‘urban concepts’) 
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Singular Value Decomposition 
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Singular Value Decomposition 
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SVD Theorem 

l  It is always possible to decompose a real matrix A into A = 
UΣVT, where: 
§  U, Σ, V: unique 
§  U, V: column orthonormal 

ü UTU = I and VTV = I 
§  Σ: diagonal 

ü Entries are positive and sorted in decreasing order (σ11 ≥σ22 ≥…≥0) 
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Example  

l  Let’s consider 5 venues in a city and 8 city dwellers 
§  The dwellers-venues matrix A captures the number of times a 

dweller has visited the corresponding venues. 
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Example 

l  Matrix U maps each user to the urban concept space 

l  Matrix V maps each venue to the urban concept space  

l  Matrix Σ represents the strength of each concept in our 
dataset 
§  The ``Fast food’’ concept is rather weak in our dataset 

ü This concept does not capture any interesting variation in the urban 
activity encoded by our dataset 

§  Do we really need to consider this concept? Can we reduce the 
dimensionality of the data? 
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Best low rank approximation 

l  How do we do dimensionality reduction? 
§  By setting the k smallest singular values to 0 

ü This essentially removes the contribution of the corresponding left 
and right singular vectors as well 
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Best low rank approximation 

l  Theorem: 
Let A = UΣVT where Σ: σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥…, and rank(A)=r.  Then B=USVT 

is the best rank-k approximation to A where: S diagonal r x r matrix 
where si=σi (i=1,…,k) else si=0 
 

l  What does “best” mean? 
§  B is a solution to:                      where rank(B) = k  

l  How many singular values to keep? 
§  Heuristic: keep approximately 90% of the energy (       ) 
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Low-rank approximation of urban concepts 

l  We can ignore the fourth concept since the singular value 
is small 
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Urban concepts for POI recommendation 

l  Let’s assume that a user has visited “Costa café” 5 times 
and wants to know what other venues he might enjoy 
§  We form a query vector: qT = [0 5 0 0 0 0 0] 

l  We can project this query vector on the latent urban 
concept space using the right singular vectors 
§  Venue-to-urban concept matrix V 
§  [qTV1 qTV2 qTV3] = [-3.5355 0 0] 

ü This dweller likes the first urban concept (i.e., coffee shops) 
ü Using this fact we can now perform POI recommendation for 

this dweller (e.g., by identifying venues that belong to the first 
urban concept) 
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Which city is this? 
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Now…? 
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OK…how about now? 
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I guess now you know… 
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Reconstructed image from first 60 singular values 



Compare with the original 
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Reconstruction error 
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Relationship between SVD & eigendecomposition 

l  SVD gives: A = UΣVT 

l  Eigendecomposition gives: A = PDP-1 
§  A needs to be symmetric for eigendecomposition 
§  P’s columns are the eigenvectors of A, while the diagonal matrix 

D has the eigenvalues of A  
l  U, V, P are orthonormal 
l  D and Σ are diagonal   
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AAT =UΣVT (UΣVT )T =UΣVT (VΣTUT ) =UΣΣTUT

ATA =VΣTUT (UΣVT ) =VΣΣTV T

The above equations show how to compute the  
SVD of a matrix through eigendecomposition 

D = ΣΣT, U is the eigenvectors of AAT  
and V is the eigenvectors of ATA 



Other latent factorization methods 

l  Matrix factorization is not the only method to identify 
latent urban patterns 

l  Graphical models are also useful. E.g.,  
§  Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [8] 
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Cranshaw and  
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Other latent factorization methods 

l  Matrix factorization is not the only method to identify 
latent urban patterns 

l  Graphical models are also useful. E.g.,  
§  Dirichlet Multinomial Regression [9] with LDA 
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Other latent factorization methods 

l  SVD is also not the only matrix factorization approach to 
identify latent urban factors/concepts 
§  Poussevin et al. [11] utilize non-negative matrix factorization to 

identify latent patterns in urban transportation data 
ü Data are represented through a passenger-time matrix X, that 

captures the probability of public transportation usage in the 
specific time-slot 
o Weekly periodicity is assumed and hence, data are aggregated 

in a “representative” week 
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Beyond 2-dimensional information 

l  More detailed models can be built if we have information 
beyond simple counts of location visitations or ratings 

l  For example, in the last scenario the public transport 
station was not part of the factorization process!  
§  This can be represented either through a three-way array (i.e., 

tensor) or through two coupled matrices 

l  In general, additional contextual information can be 
utilized to deal with sparse/missing data and identify more 
accurate latent urban patterns 
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Coupled matrix factorization 

l  Better modeling of latent urban factors can be achieved if 
we have additional information to the dweller-location/
venues matrix 

l  For instance, matrix A can be driven by check-ins data 
§  However, we might have another matrix B that includes 

additional information for the venues from Yelp 
ü E.g., type of venue, rating, price range etc. 

l  A and B are coupled in the spatial dimension and we could 
use the additional information provided in matrix B to 
complete matrix A and/or provide recommendations 
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Coupled matrix factorization 

l  This low-rank factorization will allow us to reconstruct the 
matrix A 
§  Our objective is to minimize the reconstruction error 

ü We factor A as XYT and B as XZT 
o  Common factor X à assumption of common low-rank space 

§  Regularization to avoid overfitting  
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CMF example 

l  In [6] the authors use a coupled matrix factorization 
technique to provide POI and urban act iv i ty 
recommendations 
§  X is a location-activity matrix à frequency of activities in 

locations (location here represents a geographic location) 
§  Y is location-category of POIs 
§  Z captures the correlations between two different activities 
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Tensor modeling 

l  A tensor is a generalization of a matrix to higher 
dimensions 
§  For instance, for 3 dimensions, tensor X is a three-way array 

that describes the dataset and is indexed by three indices (i,j,k) 
à X(i,j,k) 

l  Generalizing of the notion of rank 
§  For two vectors a (Ix1) and b (Jx1), the outer product ° is an IxJ 

rank-one matrix with (i,j)-th element a(i)b(j) (a°b=abT) 
§  For three vectors a (Ix1), b (Jx1) and c (Kx1), a°b°c is an IxJxK 

rank-one three-way array (i.e., tensor) with (i,j,k)-th element 
a(i)b(j)c(k) 

§  The rank of a tensor X is the smallest number of outer products 
needed to synthesize X 
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Tensor decomposition 

l  Can we use techniques that generalize matrix factorization 
to tensors for analyzing multi-dimensional (and/or 
temporal) urban data?  
§  Yes! 
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PARAFAC decomposition 

l  PARAFAC decomposition is a generalization of SVD for 
tensors 

l  PARAFAC decomposes tensor X to a sum of rank-one 
tensors: 

§  Each component is essentially a triplet of vectors each of which 
corresponds to one of the tensor dimensions 

§  Each such triplet represents a latent urban pattern in our data 
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PARAFAC decomposition example 

l  Insight on the ability of tensors to simplify urban pattern 
mining 
§  Data can be summarized into a set of intuitively interpretable 

pieces 

l  Foursquare checkins between September 2010 – January 
2011 [12] 
§  User, location and time 
§  The presence of time allows to identify temporal dynamics of the 

urban pulse 
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PARAFAC decomposition example 
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Exemplary latent urban patterns [13] 



Processing tensor components 

l  Further processing the raw urban latent patterns can 
reveal a wealth of information 
§  E.g., matrices A and B are constructed from the factor vectors af 

and bf as columns – i.e., they provide a low-rank embedding of 
the users and venues in the latent space 

§  We can then cluster users and/or venues using the rows of 
these matrices 
ü Loosely this is a generalization of spectral clustering 
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Processing tensor components 

l  One can also cluster the components directly using as 
features the vectors a, b and c  
§  Group similar patterns to identify proto-patterns 

l  In general, tensor decomposition can generalize spectral 
techniques that have been used to identify urban and 
behavioral patterns 
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Processing tensor components 

l  One can also cluster the components directly using as 
features the vectors a, b and c  
§  Group similar patterns to identify proto-patterns 

l  In general, tensor decomposition can generalize spectral 
techniques that have been used to identify urban and 
behavioral patterns 
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Processing tensor components 

l  One can also cluster the components directly using as 
features the vectors a, b and c  
§  Group similar patterns to identify proto-patterns 

l  In general, tensor decomposition can generalize spectral 
techniques that have been used to identify urban and 
behavioral patterns 
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Intuition behind tensor decomposition 

l  Tensor decomposition attempts to summarize the given 
data into a reduced rank representation 

l  Dense groups that associate all dimensions of the data are 
favored during this process 
§  These groups need not be immediately visible by inspection of 

the data 
ü PARAFAC is not affected by permutations of mode indices 

§  We expect near-bipartite cores starting from the most dense all 
the way to the sparsest   
ü E.g., people who go to specific locations at specific times 
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Assessing the model quality 

l  As with every model, the performance of PARAFAC 
decomposition can range from perfectly capturing the 
data, to performing rather poorly 

l  The main question with regards to the quality of modeling 
is whether the data are amenable to PARAFAC 
decomposition and to what extent  

l  CORCONDIA [17] is a diagnostic tool that serves as an 
indicator on whether the PARAFAC model describes the 
data well 
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Assessing the model quality 

l  If CORCONDIA gives a bad score, this could be caused 
either because  
§  the chosen rank F is not appropriate or  
§  the data cannot be modeled well with PARAFAC – irrespective 

of the rank 
ü Incrementally increasing the rank can provide us with a choice of a 

good value for the rank to be used 

l  Open challenge: computationally  
expensive metric!  
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Other tensor decomposition methods 

l  PARAFAC is not the only tensor decomposition method 
§  However, under certain conditions PARAFAC decomposition is 

unique, which makes it appealing 

l  An alternative tensor decomposition is Tucker [18] 
(HOSVD [19]) 
§  Non-unique except for very special cases 
§  HOSVD has been used in [20] to provide recommendations of 

friends, locations and activities using spatial datasets 

l  Rule of thumb: Use Tucker/HOSVD for subspace 
estimation (e.g., compression applications) and PARAFAC 
for latent parameter estimation 
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Coupled matrix-tensor decomposition 

l  Additional contextual information associated with one (or 
more) of the tensor dimensions can be represented 
through a matrix Y 
§  For example, matrix Yv can capture information about the 

locations in a city and matrix Yu can capture demographic 
information about the users 

l  In general, a matrix Y and a tensor T are coupled is they 
share  common mode  
§  An n-dimensional tensor can be coupled with at most n matrices 

Yi 
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Coupled matrix-tensor factorization 

l  We can decompose the tensor and the coupled matrices 
simultaneously 

l  The idea behind this joint factorization is to decompose T 
and Yi to latent factors that are coupled in the shared 
dimension 
§  Low dimensional embedding of the data in the common 

contextual subspace 
ü Useful for predictive tasks 
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Coupled matrix-tensor factorization 

l  The CMTF is the solution to the following optimization 
problem: 

§  aik is the kth column of Ai 

l  We can also add regularization terms for Ai and Di to avoid 
over-fitting 

l  CMTF is especially useful when the tensor is extremely 
sparse and hence, pure PARAFAC cannot accurately 
reconstruct the original tensor and/or fill missing values  
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CMTF for location activity recommendation  

l   In [21] the authors provide an urban activity recommendation 
engine by utilizing CMTF 
§  Matrix C: each row captures the distribution of POIs at a location 
§  Matrix D: activity correlations (obtained through web-search 

engines) 
§  Martrix B: user-user similarity – e.g., via demographic information 

about dwellers 
§  Matrix E: dweller – location transactions   
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CMTF for location activity recommendation  

l   X, Y, Z and V are the user, location, activity and location 
features latent factor matrices 
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CMTF for urban noise modeling   

l  Zheng et al. [3] use 311 data from NYC to analyze and 
model the noise pollution of the city 
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CMTF for urban noise modeling 

l  Matrix X captures features of the different regions 
considered 
§  Two types of features: POIs and road network 

l  Matrix Z captures (spatial) correlations between different 
noise categories 
§  Learnt from 311 data 

l  Matrix Y captures dweller mobility features 
§  Check-in data 
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Open challenges 

l  Online tensor decomposition for real-time urban 
applications 

l  Automated ways to classify latent patterns  
§  E.g., anomalous or regular 

l  Beyond matrices and tensors 
§  Visualization is crucial for these applications – especially for 

outreach to the involved parties 
§  Data collections  

ü Noise data, privacy etc. 
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Open data for building the tensors 

l  Many of the applications we discussed use data that go 
beyond traditional data such as social media 

l  Data that can are freely available to everyone for use and 
republishing  
§  No copyright restrictions 

l  Of particular interest for urban informatics are open data 
in government 
§  Data that capture different aspects of urban life and city 

government operations 
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Open data 

l  Many cities around the world create open web platforms 
and APIs to allow people  
§  Chicago: https://data.cityofchicago.org 
§  Philadelphia: https://www.opendataphilly.org 
§  NYC: https://nycopendata.socrata.com 
§  DC: http://www.opendatadc.org 
§  Dublin: http://www.dublinked.ie 
§  Singapore: http://data.gov.sg 

l  Research community has yet to fully exploit the potential 
of these wealth of information  
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Open data catalogue 

l  311 service requests 
§  Non-emergency complaints from the city dwellers 
§  Noise complaints, potholes, etc. 

l  911 service requests 
§  Emergency calls to the city authorities (police, fire department etc.) 

l  Crime data  
§  Location, time, type of incident 

l  Abandoned properties 
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Open data catalogue 

l  Food inspections 
§  SF and NYC have collaborated with Yelp to develop a standard 

for reporting inspection results 
ü Yelp reports this score on each restaurant’s page 

l  Street closures for constructions, festivals etc. 

l  Public transportation usage data 
§  Performance and utilization data  

ü Bus, subway and parking systems 
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Open data services 

l  Pittsburgh bus tracker 
§  Information about actual location of the bus and number of 

passengers getting on and off 
§  http://truetime.portauthority.org/bustime/map/displaymap.jsp 
§  http://pitlivebus.com 
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Open data services 

l  Snow plow trackers 
§  Many cities provide such services that rely on open data from 

snow plows 
ü Chicago: http://clearstreets.org 
ü Pittsburgh: http://city.temeda.com/# 

l  More applications/services built on top of open data can 
be found at: 
§  Open City Apps: http://opencityapps.org 
§  Code for America: http://www.codeforamerica.org/apps/ 
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Safe Navigation 

l  Crime open data can drive safety models on urban road 
networks 

l  Multi-objective optimization problem for paths that 
accommodate safe and short commutes [22] 
§  Minimize path length and danger score 

l  Driving safety with information about 
road conditions 
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OpenStreetCab  

l  FoIL is another avenue  to obtain and open the access to 
urban data  

l  Authors in [23] utilize a dataset from Yellow Cabs in NYC 
obtained through FoIL and compare pricing between 
Yellow Cabs and Uber 
§  Prototype mobile app is implemented 
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